
A small, green planet
 
 

January 31, 2023 - On Tuesday, our students from classes I - III
watched a performance entitled. "Little, green planet", staged by the

Artenes Theater from Wrocław in the Lębork Cultural Center. The
values passed on to our children during the speech are invaluable -

respect for nature, care for order, responsibility for the common good,
awareness of the impact on the surrounding environment. It was a

smart lesson.



Sun, warmth and water are symbols of summer and rest for
every child. We associate them with holidays, trips and fun. It
turns out, however, that while we can have a lot of sun and
heat, it can be difficult with water. Because either there may be
too little of it, or while it is still there, it will overgrow with
algae or bloom with cyanobacteria, like our beloved Baltic Sea.
Although we love the sun, we want the temperature increase
not to be associated with biological disadvantages. It would
also be nice if, during a holiday bathing in a clean lake, we
raced with fish, not with plastic bottles and other garbage.

Introduction to the show



Fortunately, these are not children's worries,
but we must remember that it is children who
will take the world from us as we leave it to
them and do with it what we teach them.
So it is worth helping children, even the
youngest ones, acquire at least basic
knowledge that will help them keep our
homeland in the most beautiful condition.
Homeland - the small one - the place where we
live every day, the big one - between the Oder
and Bug rivers, and the biggest one - the planet
that has been wandering around the sun for
billions of years. Because the Earth only seems
big to us. And really, it's just a small green
planet.
 



Values promoted
by the show

 respect for nature
 attention to order
responsibility for the common good
awareness of the impact on the
surrounding environment
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 Photos from the
day of the show







Lesson plans for classes 0 - I
to be used

LINK 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K6_Jv8KjCur2NHzqS1uwf742vT_ldmi6/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=103480093921840323077&rtpof=true&sd=true


Lesson plans for classes II- III
to be used

Link

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1heUpxqRWtNIcwhDmHEEMkv4uI5MPXq8a/edit


Educate yourself 
and others about
sustainable practices
Planting trees and volunteering at local
tree-planting events are great ways to
help the environment. 



Protecting our planet isn't
just an obligation - it's a

chance to create a brighter
future for everyone! 


